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How to make money on gta v after beating the game
our list of the best cheap laptops is a great way to get your foot in the door, but this list offers a taste of the full potential of the game. we are taking a look at the absolute best of the best when it comes to handheld gaming computers, regardless of tag prices. if the budget is not a problem and you want a high-end gaming experience, read for our choices of the
best portable gaming computers available now. see also: best game laptop deals choices are not in any particular order and we tried to take note of models that received an update ces 2021. retail prices may vary wildly according to configuration, so make sure you check twice as much before you buy. the best laptops: editor note: this list of the best laptops
game will be regularly updated as new models are announced. 1. I'll be happy 7. as a spiritual successor of the y740, the legione 7i of lenovo was completely renewed for 2020. Let's talk about options — the basic model is packing a 10th generation i5 intel processor with 8gb ram. you can eat this up to a 10th generation i7 core with 32gb of ram and upgrade
the ssd from 256 to 1tb too. the basic model works with a nvidia gtx 1660 ti gpu but which can be mistaken for a nvidia geforce rtx 2080 super Max-Q for a cost. see also: the best lenovo laptops to buy the legion 7i of lenovo is working with a truestrike keyboard and an aluminum finish for a top-notch experience with a classic style. will not blow away other
options as far as the ram goes, but it is achoose and cheaper than many. Lenovo Legion 7i specifies: View: CPU IPS Full HD 15.6 inch: Up to 10th-gen Intel Core i7 GPU: Up to GeForce RTX 2080 Super Max-Q RAM: Up to 32GB Storage: Up to 1TB Software: Windows 10 Home or Pro 2. HP Omen 15If there have been prizes to go with the best laptops
game, HP Omen 15 would bring home the most improved design. HP managed to streamline the Omen by 11% without sacrificing any power or comfort. See also: The best HP laptops to buy in 2020 will really start seeing how Omen 15 earns its place in the list once you add updates — there are seven options for processors and graphics cards to choose
from. The Omen 15 ships with a basic configuration of an Intel Core i5, 8GB of 10th-gen RAM, and a GPU Nvidia GeForce GTX 1650. If you go all-in, you can jump into a 10th-gen i7 core, 32GB of RAM and a Nvidia GeForce RTX 2070 Super. By completing the configuration, you can opt for a 15.6 inch 4K 120Hz display and up to 1TB combined storage. A
good configuration is not complete without a RGB keyboard and you can select an area, four zones, or per-key keyboard on the Omen 15. HP Omen 15 specific: Display: Up to 15.6 inches 4K CPU: Up to 10th-gen Intel Core i7 GPU: Up to GeForce RTX 2070 Super Max-Q RAM: Up to 32GB Storage: Up to 1TB Software: Windows 10 Home or Pro 3. Razer
blade 15 The Razer lineup is the next in the list to benefit from an update 2021, and you can finally get your hands on the new sharp blade. Some models are stillthe pre-order phase, but others are ready to ship immediately. See also: The best Razer laptops you can buy right now The basic model is expensive, but you are grabbing an Intel Core i7 CPU of
10th generation along with 16GB of RAM and a 256GB SSD. If you want to add some improvements, you can exchange the Full HD 300Hz screen for a 4K touchscreen and up to Nvidia GeForce RTX 3070 graphics. Razer slowly expanded the available colors of its laptops to include white and pink quartz, although no option did it at the latest Razer Blade 15
yet. The Advanced Model of the Razer 15 Blade exchanges a heat pipe cooling system even for a steam room. Razer Blade 15 specifications: Display: Up to 15.6 inches 4K CPU: Up to 10th-gen Intel Core i7 GPU: Up to GeForce RTX 3070 RAM: Up to 16GB Storage: Up to 1TB Software: Windows 10 Home 4. Razer Blade Pro 17 Razer continued its 2021
refreshments with Razer Blade Pro high-end, and you can finally add some configurations to the cart. The 17-inch model features an Intel Core hardware similar to 10th-gen at the smaller Blade 15. Of course, the starting price reflects the larger size and the most powerful specifications. For your money, you will have a 10th generation Intel Core i7-10875H
CPU with Turbo Boost, a GPU Nvidia GeForce RTX 3060 and at least 16GB RAM. Up to 64GB RAM and 2TB storage can be improved. All versions of Razer Blade Pros are equipped with Razer Chroma configurations for up to 16.8 million colors. Wi-Fi 6E and5.2 help complete the experience and Blade Pro 17 enters the same matt black finish as Blade 15.
Razer Blade Pro 17 specifications: Display: Up to 17.3 inch FHD CPU: Up to 10th generation Intel Core i7-10875H GPU: Up to GeForce RTX 3060 RAM: Up to 64GB storage: up to 2TB software: Windows 10 home 5. Alienware m17 R4Alienware and portable gaming computers have gone handy for as long as most people can remember. The brilliant alien
logo and astronave design have been imitated by more manufacturers than you can count. The m17 R4 is the last powerhouse to come from the company owned by Dell. Best Alienware laptops currently available If you go for the basic configuration, you will all be set with 10th generation Intel Core i7-10870H graphics, Nvidia GeForce RTX 3070 and a Dark
Side of the Moon color finish. Alienware is an obvious choice if you want to maximize ports and you are not too worried about size. The m17 R4 packs a huge 17.3 inch Full HD display and the laptop is significantly larger and heavier than the Razer Blade Pro. Of course, greater size means that it is easier to open and air with the interior. Alienware's M17 R4
also highlights the Cryo-Tech power with a steam room, a high voltage fan and heat pipes for maximum cooling. Alienware m17 R3 specifies: Display: Up to 17.3 inches UHD CPU: Up to 10th-gen Intel Core i9 GPU: Up to GeForce RTX 3080 RAM: Up to 32GB Storage: Up to 4TB + 512GB Software: Windows 10 Home 6. Alienware Area 51myou have read
the whole list so far and have not been wiped out by the prices — which changes now. The Alienware Area 51m is the most powerful laptop the company has to offer. It is more like a desktop in mask. Of course, Area 51m R2 will hurt your wallet with all that power too. Once you have exceeded the watering price of your eyes, you will be able to command the
virtual battlefield with an Intel Core 10th-gen i9, 32GB RAM, and 2TB storage as standard specifications. You could probably use Area 51m R2 as the main part of your workout — it weighs at least 9.04 pounds. If you go all-out for the best specifications, you will have 64GB of RAM to work with and 4TB storage. Area 51m R2 provides a lot of doors and
powerful Cryo-Tech cooling to keep the work harder than your laptop. Alienware Area 51m R2 specifies: Display: Up to 17.3 inches UHD CPU: Up to 10th-gen Intel Core i9 GPU: Up to GeForce RTX 2080 Super RAM: Up to 64GB Storage: Up to 4TB Software: Windows 10 Home 7. ROG Zephyrus G14 So far, this list was the Intel exhibition, and there is
nothing wrong with this. Intel makes a top-notch hardware, but this option shows that AMD can compete with its Ryzen 9 chip. Asus ROG Zephyrus G14 was brand new in 2020, and is cementing itself as a top option at the beginning of 2021. Not only will your wallet thank you, but also your performance. ROG's Zephyrus G14 is swinging an AMD Ryzen 9 as
mentioned before, and is combined with 16GB RAM and 1TB SSD. You toothe freedom to choose between USB-A and USB-C ports and portable ships with Windows 10 Pro aboard. ROG managed to fill a 14 inch screen in an even smaller body thanks to a thin bezel and an impressive 81% screen-body ratio. Unlike many game configurations, you can
easily use the Zephyrus G14 in class and also the boardroom thanks to light design. Asus ROG Zephyrus G14 specifies: Display: Up to 14 inches Full HD CPU: Up to AMD Ryzen 9 GPU: Up to GeForce RTX 2060 RAM: Up to 24GB Storage: Up to 1TB Software: Windows 10 Pro 8. MSI GS66 Stealth We are not playing favorite, but MSI is a popular choice
among staff here at Android Authority, and with a good reason. MSI has a wide list of options that fit virtually any gamer, and the GS66 Stealth is what we chose. Better yet, the GS66 Stealth got a complete hardware update for CES 2021. You will be able to touch a 15.6-inch Full HD screen powered by Nvidia GeForce RTX 3080 Max-Q graphics. The GS66
Stealth is a small sibling of the GS75 Stealth, and packs an 11-year Intel Core i7 chip with 32GB RAM. You will find the GS66 with a matt black finish that masks the power inside - from which the name Stealth. If you want to add a little more power, MSI has configurations for an Intel Core i9 processor and 1TB storage, too. Just be careful because MSI
laptops have the tendency to run hot. MSI GS66 Stealth specifies: Display: up to 15.6 inches Full HD CPU: Up to 11th-gen Intel Core i7 GPU: UntilRTX 3080 RAM max-Q: up to 32GB storage: up to 1TB software: Windows 10 Pro 9. Acer Predator Triton 500The Predator Triton 500 is your best bet if you want to take a Acer laptop. It is updated with the latest
10th-gen Intel hardware, and packs all the power you could really ask. In addition to the Core i7 processor, the Triton 500 features 16GB of RAM and 512GB of storage. A Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080 Super graphics card binds the whole system together. Impressively, the Triton 500 is only 17,9 mm thick and weighs just over two pounds. You should have no
problem playing on the 15.6 inch display with a 300Hz refresh rate. While it is not possible to customize on per-key basis, Acer added three RGB areas to offer a lot of options. Acer Predator Triton 500 specifications: Display: Up to 15.6 inches Full HD CPU: Up to 10th-gen Intel Core i7 GPU: Up to GeForce RTX 2080 Super RAM: Up to 16GB Storage: Up to
512GB Software: Windows 10 Home 10. 15sThe final option on the list of the best laptops game only could be one you have never heard of. The Gigabyte Aero 15s is designed to be fast and light compared to its powerful and handy Aorus line. It is equipped with more recent and larger as regards the interior. So, what does this laptop have to offer a little
mysterious game? Well, you can specify the device up to an eight-core Intel Core i7 chip and Nvidia GeForce RTX 2070 Super Max-Q for a price. Aero 15s can manageof RAM and 1TB storage for the performance of the stand-level in motion. While Razer has long been the king of powerful and thin laptops to play, Aero 17 is a worthy competitor. They are
great fans and cooling systems, and you can connect a lot of peripherals with USB-A, HDMI and Gigabit Ethernet ports. Gigabyte Aero 15s specifications: Display: Up to 15.6 inches 4K CPU: Up to 10th-gen Intel Core i7 GPU: Up to GeForce RTX 2070 Super Max-Q RAM: Up to 32GB Storage: Up to 1TB Software: Windows 10 Pro Gaming The BestGaming,
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